The conspiracy of us
by Maggie Hall
When 16-year-old Avery West learns her family is part of a powerful and dangerous secret society, and that her own life is in danger, she must follow a trail of clues across Europe.

Beneath the citadel
by Destiny Soria
Cassa, the orphaned daughter of rebels, and friends Alys, Evander, and Newt, fight back against the high council of Eldra, which has ruled for centuries based solely on ancient prophesies.

Catwoman: soulstealer
by Sarah J Maas
Returning to Gotham as the mysterious and wealthy Holly Vanderhees, Selina Kyle teams up with Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn to wreak havoc on the city while Batman’s off on a mission.

Fire & heist
by Sarah Beth Durst
Embarking on her first treasure heist, a girl from a family of elite wyvern thieves discovers hidden truths about her missing mother, unfaithful boyfriend and weredragon society.

In and out in 60 seconds
A collection of Young Adult Heist Fiction

Immoral code
by Lillian Clark
High school friends Bellamy, Nari, Reese, Keagan, and Santiago team up to hack into Bellamy’s absentee billionaire father’s business accounts to skim enough money for her MIT tuition.

Six of crows
by Leigh Bardugo
Offered a chance to participate in a deadly heist that could make him rich beyond his wildest dreams, criminal prodigy Kaz Brekker recruits a team of talented associates to organize a plot that is threatened by their mutual enmity.

Tokyo heist
by Diana Renn
Violet agrees to spend the summer with her father, an up-and-coming artist in Seattle, but when her father’s newest clients become victims of a high-profile art theft of valuable van Gogh sketches, everyone’s lives are in danger until they can produce the corresponding van Gogh painting.

Lies I told
by Michelle Zink
Adopted into a family of thieves who con people out of anything of value, Grace finds their biggest heist yet going wrong, leading her to break the rules designed to keep her from getting caught.
HEIST SOCIETY
by Ally Carter
A group of teens use their combined talents to re-steal several priceless paintings and save fifteen-year-old Kat Bishop’s father, himself an international art thief, from a vengeful collector.

THE GILDED WOLVES
by Roshani Chokshi
When the Order of Babel seek out treasure-hunter Séverin Montagnet-Alarie to find an ancient artifact, Séverin calls on an unlikely band of experts for help.

WHITE CAT
by Holly Black
When Cassel Sharpe discovers that his older brothers have used him to carry out their criminal schemes and then stolen his memories, he figures out a way to turn their evil machinations against them.

ILLUSIVE
by Emily Lloyd-Jones
After a vaccine accidentally creates superpowers in a small percentage of the population, Ciere, an illusionist, teams up with fellow super-powered thieves to steal the vaccine’s formula while staying ahead of mobsters and government agents.

PRETTY CROOKED
by Elisa Ludwig
Stealing from her privileged friends and giving to the poorer students at her school, Willa starts to fall for the obnoxious but alluring trust-fund brat, Aiden.

PASSANGER
by Alexandra Bracken
Violin prodigy Etta is thrust not just miles, but years from her home, into a drama at sea in which a family believes only she can help find a stolen object of untold value.

IRON CAST
by Destiny Soria
In 1919 Boston, best friends Corinne and Ada perform illegally as illusionists in an infamous gangster’s nightclub, using their "afflicted" blood to con Boston’s elite, until the law closes in.

DEATH PREFERS BLONDES
by Caleb Roehrig
Teen celebrity socialite Margo leads a double life as a cat burglar with a crew of four kickboxing drag queens, but when a big job goes belly-up, each of them must rely on their special skills to survive.

FOUR DEAD QUEENS
by Astrid Scholte
A pickpocket working for the black market intercepts orders for the queen’s assassination and teams up with a new friend to uncover the would-be killer.

KEYSTONE
by Katie Delahanty
Betrayed by her best friend and with her "influencer" rankings tanking, Ella joins Keystone, a secret school for thieves, where she must unravel a conspiracy that began decades before.

MONEY RUN
by Jack Heath
Thief Ashley Arthur plots to steal millions from a wealthy man who has been rendered the target of a government assassination plot, a situation that pits her against an elite killer-for-hire.

BANDETTTE : IN PRESTO!
by Paul Tobin
Bandette, the world’s greatest thief, is a thorn in the side of the police and the underworld, and must survive when she discovers a plot against her life.

THE LAST MAGICIAN
by Lisa Maxwell
In an alternate reality Manhattan, magic is dying and Esta travels back to 1901, navigating gangs, secret societies, and her feelings for another magician to restore magic.

AS RED AS BLOOD
by Salla Simukka
Lumikki’s resolve to mind her own business is put to the test when she stumbles across a murderous money laundering scheme at her own school and she is pit against a near-mythical drug lord.

SPELLHACKER
by M. K. England
When a greedy corporation renders their world’s magic an outrageously priced commodity, Diz and her friends unravel a conspiracy involving the earthquake that killed thousands.